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Generalizing the Weyl-von Neumann theorem for normal operators, we show 
that a commutative m-tuple of self-adjoint operators in a separable Hilbert space 
may be changed into a diagonal one by adding compact perturbations of class cg , 
for p > m. On the other hand it is shown that the absolutely continuous part, 
defined appropriately, of a commutative m-tuple of self-adjoint operators is stable 
under perturbations of class cD, if p < m, m > 3, or if p = 1, m = 2 (the 
latter case m = 2 corresponding to the case of one normal operator). For the 
proof of these Kato-Rosenblum-type theorems a wave operator method for 
m-tuples is introduced. 
This paper treats problems arising in connection with the generalization of 
the Weyl-von Neumann theorem to normal operators. It was shown by Berg 
[2,3], Sikonia [14], Weidmann [18], that a normal operator in a separable Hilbert 
space can be changed into a diagonal one by adding a compact perturbation 
of class cl, (p > 2) (for “cg ,” cf. Section l(B)). The problem of showing that, 
in general, it is not possible to choose the perturbation in cp (i.e., the Hilbert- 
Schmidt operators) was the starting point of this work. 
The observation that treating one normal operator is equivalent to treating 
two commuting self-adjoint operators was the motivation for the following Weyl- 
von Neumann-type theorem. 
Given a commutative m-tuple (Ti ,..., T,) of self-adjoint operators and 
p > m, one can find compact operators K1 ,..., K, E cI, such that the m-tuple 
p-1 + KI ,-**, T, + K,) is diagonal (Theorem 2.1). 
For m = 1 the Weyl-von Neumann theorem cannot be essentially strength- 
ened; this is shown by the Kato-Rosenblum theorem: Let T be a self-adjoint 
operator, KE c, (i.e., trace class) self-adjoint; then the wave operators 
W*(T + K, T) = s,-+E& eit(T+K)e-itT 
* Part of the author’s doctoral dissertation [17]. 
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exist on the absolutely continuous subspace HBc , and the absolutely continuous 
parts of T and T + K are unitarily equivalent (Rosenblum [13], Kato [8]; see 
also Kato [9, X, Section 4.31). I n order to obtain related results for arbitrary 
m E N, we consider the unitary representations of Iw” generated by commutative 
m-tuples of self-adjoint operators and introduce associated wave operators 
(Section 3), especially direction wave operators. These direction wave operators 
exist for almost all directions and implement the unitary equivalence of the 
absolutely continuous parts of (Tl ,..., T,) and (T,‘,..., T,‘) (both commutative 
m-tuples of self-adjoint operators, m 3 3), under assumptions like Tj’ - Tj E cg 
(j = l,..., m) for some p < m (Section 4). The estimates yielding the existence 
of the wave operators for m > 3 do not apply for m = 2 (normal operators), 
however; so the problem stated initially remains open. Using the Kato- 
Rosenblum theorem we obtain some weaker results for normal operators 
(Section 5). 
In the results sketched above the cases m = 2, 1 < p < 2, and m > 3, 
p = m remain undecided. In analogy to the Kato-Rosenblum theorem we 
conjecture that for all m E N the absolutely continuous parts of the unperturbed 
and perturbed m-tuples are unitarily equivalent if the perturbations are in c, . 
Also, in view of the results of Section 4, one might conjecture that this unitary 
equivalence should always be implemented by some direction wave operator; 
this latter conjecture is disproved by an example (Appendix). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
N = {I, 2,...), aB, @ denote the natural numbers, the reals, the complex 
numbers, respectively; c * denotes the complex conjugate of C,E @. For m E N 
we denote by P the Lebesgue-Bore1 measure on lFPV 
All Hilbert spaces will be complex Hilbert spaces; the scalar product, denoted 
by (. 1 .), will be antilinear in the first argument, linear in the second. a(H) 
denotes the bounded linear operators H + H. 
l(A) Spectral Properties of Commutative m-Tuples of Self-Adjoint Operators 
On a Hilbert space H let T = (Tl ,..., T,) be a commutative m-tuple of serf- 
adjoint operators, i.e., Tl , . . ., T, are (not necessarily bounded) self-adjoint 
operators in H commuting with one another (in the sense of commuting 
resolvents or spectral measures). 
An element x E H will be called a joint eigenelement of T, if x is an eigenelement 
of T, for all j = l,..., m. T will be called diagonal if there is an orthonormal 
basis B of H consisting of joint eigenelements of T, B is then called a joint 
eigenbasis. 
T can be represented unitarily by an m-tuple of multiplication operators in 
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L,(M, CL) over some measure space. More precisely there exists a family (pa ; 
01 E A) of Bore1 measures on UP and a unitary map 
such that 
J:O(L,(IW”,~,);~.EA)-~H, 
Tj = JMpr*J* (j = l,..., m) 
(M,,, denotes multiplication by the jth coordinate in each component of 
O(&(Rm, pm); a E A), i.e., p,(E) = 5, (5 = (EI ,-, 6%) E Rrn), 
for this relation we also write 
with the commutative m-tuple M,, = (MBrI,..., M,,). In this spectral representa- 
tion one may assume supp pa compact for each a! E A; and one can choose 
A C N if H is separable. In terms of the spectral representation the functional 
calculus for T is given by 
h(T) = JMJ*, 
where h: IW -+ C is a Bore1 function and Mh is the operator of multiplication 
by h in @(L,(lP, CL,); (Y E A). Especially E, defined by 
E(Q) : = XR(T) (52 C UP Bore1 set), 
is the spectral measure of T. 
If x E H, then pz, defined by pz(sZ) : = (x 1 E(O)x) (Q C lFP Bore1 set), is a 
Bore1 measure on W. For the stability theorems (Section 4) we shall need the 
absolutely co&uwus subspace (cf. Kato [9, X, Section I] for m = 1) 
H Bc : = {x G H; pLx is P-absolutely continuousJ 
of H with respect to T. Like for m = 1, H,, is a closed subspace of H which 
reduces T (i.e., it reduces Ti for all j = l,..., m). The part Tat of T in H,, is 
called the absolutely ~oontinuous part of T. (It should be noted that the index “ac” 
belongs to the whole m-tuple and that in general TBc # ( TI,&c ,..., T,,,,,,); e.g., 
if m = 2, H = L,(O, l), TI = Mid, T, = 0, then the joint spectral measure is 
supported by {([r ,O); 0 < [r Q l}, so HBC,= = {0}, but Har,* = H.) The 
spectral measure of T,, will be denoted by E Br , the orthogonal piojection onto 
Kc by Pat . For the absolutely continuous part Tat the spectral representation 
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can be given in a special form: There exists a family (& ; OL E A) of Bore1 sets 
J& C Iw” and a unitary map 
such that 
(We write L,(Q) = L&Q, P).) Again we can choose A C N if H is separable. 
If ( T1 , TJ is a commutative pair of self-adjoint operators, then N = T1 + iT, 
is a normal operator. Conversely to each normal operator there corresponds a 
unique commutative pair of self-adjoint operators. The spectral measure of N 
on @ corresponds in the canonical way to the spectral measure of (T1 , T,) on 
!P. 
l(B) Classes cg of Compact Operators 
Let H be a Hilbert space. For a compact operator K E a(H) we denote by 
p%(K) the eigenvalues of the nonnegative operator (K*K)r/” and define for 
o<p<a, 
For 0 < p < 00 the set 
ED := cp(H) := {K EB(H); K compact, 11 KIJ, < co} 
is a linear space; cr is the trace class, c2 the Hilbert-Schmidt class. 
If 0 <p Gp’ < co then IIKII, 3 IIKII,,, c,Cc,,. 
If p > 1, then I/ . jlP defines a norm on cl,, and cD = (cI, , I/ .I/,) is a Banach 
space (cf. [ll]). 
LetO<p<m, H=@(H,;~EN),K~Ec,(HJ(~EN).I~K=@(&; 
Jo kJ), then K* = @ (Kj*;je N), K*K = @ (Kj*Kj ; j E N), )I K 11; = 
C (II K IIX ;i E W 
If H is a Hilbert space, A C N, and (Pi ; j E A), (I,!& ;j E A) are orthogonal 
systems in H, K = LA (4, I .>R , then K* = CisA (qj I .)t,$ , K*K = 
Cll~il12<~i I .h, IIKIIX =C(~l~~llIl~)~Il)~ for 0 <P < co, and K is in c, 
iff the last sum is finite. 
2. GENERALIZATIONS OF THE WEYL-VON NEUMANN THEOREM 
2.1. THEOREM. Let H be a separable Hilbert space, m E N, T = ( T1 ,..., T,,,) 
a commutative m-tuple of self-adjoint operators in H. Let p > m, E > 0. 
Then there exist self-adjoint operators K1 ,..., K,,, E cp , II Kj &, < l (j = l,..., m), 
such that the m-tuple (Dj : = Tj + Kj ; j = 1, . . . . m) is diagonal. 
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2.2. Remarks. (a) If we set m = 1, p = 2 in Theorem 2.1, we obtain the 
theorem of Weyl-von Neumann (Weyl [19] for p = 03, von Neumann [12] for 
p = 2). Kuroda [lo] proved for the case m = 1 an even sharper’ result. For 
proofs of these theorems see also Kato [9, X, 2.1, 2.31. 
(b) If we set m = 2 in Theorem 2.1, we obtain the “Weyl-von Neumann 
theorem for normal operators.” This statement, with p = co, was conjectured 
by Berberian [1] and Halmos [6& and proved by Berg [2], Sikonia [14], and 
Halmos [7]. It was shown by Berg [3] and Weidmann [18], that, essentially, the 
methods of Berg resp. Sikonia proved the theorem as well for p > 2. 
(c) A “WeyI-von Neumann theorem for commutative sequences of self- 
adjoint operators” (i.e., “m = co” in Theorem 2.1) has been proved by Brown 
et al. ([Sj, Corollary 5.4) and Thayer ([16J, Corollary). Using the idea of Halmos’ 
proof in [7], one can also obtain some of the estimates in Theorem 2.1 (cf. [17], 
Section 4). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (W e o f 11 ow rather closely the lines of Weidmann’s 
proof in [18].) 
(i) Let r C IIP be a half open cube of side 1, TV a finite Bore1 measure on r, 
H = L,(r, p), T, = MDT1 (j = l,..., m). We are going to construct self-adjoint 
operators D, ,..., D, , (Dl ,..., D,) diagonal, such that Kj : = D, - Ti E C, , 
II Kj l/p G EC(P) 
(j = 1 ,...> m), where 
c(p) :== 2m-f 2((m/P)-l)i (<a, because of m/p < 1). 
i=O 
First we choose inductively a joint eigenbasis for (Dl ,..., Dm). In the 0th 
step we set 
Go :-= {r}, Vi-.1 := XI-ill Xr I'. 
In the ith step we define 
i 
set of half open cubes, obtained from the 
G, : = cubes E G,-, by cutting in half parallel to 
all coordinate hyperplanes. 
Gi consists of 2im cubes, the side of each cube being 12-“. For 5 E G,-i we 
orthonormalize the set of functions {xd) u {xd, ; 5’ E Gi ,5’ C 5) in L,(P, p) and 
obtain 
Fr.1 9 vr.2 T.**? vr.ky if i = 1 (then 5 = r), 
XAlll XAllL F A.1 ).*.T P)A.kA if i = 2, 3,... ; 
we have hA < 2” (in case I( xA (1 = 0 we set KA = 0). 
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This construction yields an orthonormal sequence 
(p~.lr ; k = I,..., k,, A E G), where G:= fiGi. 
i-0 
This orthonormal sequence is an orthonormal basis, because xA E span{~~,~ ; 
k, A} for all d E G (in the L,(r, CL)-sense) and {xA ; A E G} is total in &(I’, p). 
For each A E G we choose IA E A, t4 = (& ,..., fdsm). For j = I,..., m we 
define 
Oj := c F tA.i(‘?A.k 1 -> vA.k . 
AoG k=l 
Obviously (Or ,..., Dm) is a diagonal m-tuple of self-adjoint operators. 
To estimate the CD-norm of Kj = D, - Tj we decompose 
K = f K,, , 
i=O 
(replacing k, by 2” in the last summation we let the undefined terms be zero) 
For 1 ,( k < 2” (P)A,& ; A E Gi) and ((ta,, - p,)‘pA$ ; A E Gt) are orthogonal 
systems; for I = (zJr ,..., &,) E A E Gi we have 1 5A.j - 5i [ < Z2-‘. Using 
Section l(B) we obtain 
(fA.3 - Py~)(~A.k 1 ‘> vA.k (jy = c (11 P)A.k 11 ll(tA.? - Pyj) pA.k 11)” 
f 
P de Gi 
< C (Q-f)p = 2imppiP = lQf(m-9), 
AEG‘ 
II Kj, lip < fl 11 2 
I 
.** /lp < 2mQi(‘m’P)-1)y 
11 Kj ((9 ,< f 1) Kji (19 < 12” f 2i(‘m”)-1) = k(p). 
f-0 i-0 
(ii) Now let rC Rm be compact, p, Tl ,..., T, as in (i). Let A be a half 
open cube, r C A, of side L. We decompose A into nm half open cubes r, ,..., r,, 
of side L/n. Setting pQ := t.~ Ir, (4 = l,..., nm) we have 
L,(C f4 = 0 VW* , IL*); 4 = I,..., e, 
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and forj = l,..., m Ti is the orthogonal sum of the parts 
T 3.* := (T,)L*(r&,*) 3 q = I )...) ?P’, 
of T, in L,(r, , cl,). For r, , pp , (T,,, ,..., T,,J we determine D,,, (j = I,..., m) 
according to (i), Kj,a _ Dj.g - Tj., E cAh(‘o y PJ)T 
With K, := 0 (Kj,a ; q = I,..., nm) (j = l,..., m) we obtain by Section l(B) 
(D, := T, + Kj ; j = l,..., m) is diagonal by construction. Because of m < p 
II K, I/p (j = l,..., m) can be made arbitrarily small by an appropriate choice 
Of?zEN. 
(iii) Now let H, (Tl ,..., T,,,) be as assumed in the theorem. Since the 
properties considered here are unitarily invariant, we may assume by Sec- 
tion l(A) that 
H = :, (~dRm, pm); 0~ E 4, 
(Tl ,.a., T77J = PZ)q ,**‘9 J%r,), 
supp pa is compact (OZ E A) and A C N. 
If we consider H, : = Ls( Rm, pa), in a canonical way, as a subspace of H, then 
g ::::: 
T,) is reduced by H, , and the part (Tl,= ,..., T,,,) : = (T, ,..., T,&, of 
T,) in Ha is of the type treated in (ii). So we find operators K,,, ,..., K,,, E 
c,(H,) such that 
I/ K,,, lip =G L?“‘~ (j = l,..., m). 
Then for K, := @ (Kje, ; 01 E A) we have the estimate (cf. Section l(B)) 
(j = l,..., m), and (Dj = T, + Kj ; j = l,..., m) is diagonal by construction. 1 
3. WAVE OPERATORS FOR UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS OF [wm 
In this section we present an abstract method for deriving unitary equivalence 
of parts of commutative m-tuples of self-adjoint operators. This method will 
be applied in the subsequent sections. 
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Let T be a commutative m-tuple of self-adjoint operators. For t = 
(h ,*a*, t,) E BP the operator e-itT = e-“tlTl .. . eePtmTm is defined by the functional 
calculus for m-tuples. IR” 3 t k+ e-itT is a strongly continuous unitary representation 
of l!F (m-parameter group) in H, said to be generated &y T. 
3.1. Assumptions. Let H be a Hilbert space, m E N. Let T = ( Tl ,..., T,), 
T’ = (T,‘,..., T,‘) be commutative m-tuples of self-adjoint operators in H. 
We denote K, :== T,’ - Tj (j = I,..., m). 
The notations belonging to T, e.g., E, Hat , etc., will be used without index; 
the corresponding notations belonging to T’ will be denoted by E’, Hi, , etc. 
Let Assumptions 3.1 be given. Let the closed subspace HO of H be a reducing 
subspace of T, PO the orthogonal projection onto HO . Let there exist a net 
(P),~~ in Rm, 1 tL ) -+ cc, such that 
WO : = s;$m eitLT’e-itLTpo 
exists. Then obviously WO is a partial isometry with initial set Ho and final set 
R( WO). For t E Iw” we consider the net (t + tL)ro, and find, that 
Wt := s-lim ei(tft‘)T’e-i(t+t‘)Tpo 
LEJ 
exists. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let Assumptions 3.1 be sat&tied. Let Ho, PO, (tL)rsJ, Wt 
(t E iJF) be as just assume& furthermore let W := WO = Wt fur all t E Iw*. 
Then Ho’ : = R(W) is a reducing subspace of T’; TH, and T;I,, (the parts of T 
in Ho, T’ in Ho’, respectively) are unitarily equivalent, 
T;I,. = WT,,W*. 
Proof. From the intertwining property e-*tT’ W = Wedit= (t E BP) we obtain 
e-ttT’Ho’ C Ho’ (t E Rm), which implies that H,,’ is a reducing subspace of T’. 
The second statement is then a consequence of the intertwining property. 1 
For Ho = HBc the condition “Wt = WO” is satisfied under rather general 
conditions, as we shall see in Lemma 4.1. 
Theorem 3.2 is the motivation for the following definition of wave operators. 
3.3. DEFINITION. Let Assumptions 3.1 be given. Let (tL)reJ be a net in UP, 
( tc j --j co. 
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14-e define the operator W = WC&T’, T) in H by 
D(W) : = {x E H; l&i~~ eitt+*‘)r’e- *ttftL)rx exists for all t E Iw”’ 
and does not depend on t}, 
wh. : = ‘i$ eit‘T’e-rt~rx for x 6 D(W). 
W = Wctl) = Wctl,(T’, T) is called the wwe operator (along (tl)rsJ associated 
with the pair T, T’). If M is a subset of H with MC D(W), we shall say that W 
exists on M. 
For T E S,,-, (unit sphere in BP) we consider the net (ST),,, , and define 
W7 : = WC,~,, , the wave operator in direction r. Especially for m = 1 we obtain 
the usually defined wave operators W, = W, , IV- z= W-, (see Kato [9, 
X, Section 31). 
3.4. THEOREM. Under the assumptions of Dejinition 3.3 we haoe for I4' : = 
Wctc,( T’, T), W’ : = Wct,,( T, T’): 
(a) D(W) is a closed subspace of H; W: D(W) + R(W) is a unitary map; 
the corresponding statements are valid for D(W) and W’. 
D(W) = R(W), D(W’) = R(W), W’ z w-~l E w*. 
( W* us adjoint of W: D(W) --f R(W).) 
(b) D(W) is a reducing subspace of T; R(W) is a reducing subspace of T’. 
G(w) = WTixw)W*; 
T AW) and Tbtwrj are unitarily equivalent. 
Proof. (a) The first statements are obvious. The remaining statements follow 
from 
; y’ _ ei(t+tL)T’e-z(t+tLIT ,/ = 1; ez(t+tl)Te-l(t+tL)r’S’ _ s I!) 
used for appropriate x, x’ E H. 
(b) One shows easily e- itTD(W) C D(W) (t E W), so the first statement 
follows. The remaining statements follow from Theorem 3.2. 1 
4. UNITARY EQUIVALENCE OF THE ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS PARTS OF OPERATOR 
m-Tu%%Es, m > 3 
4.1. LEMMA. Let Assumptions 3.1 be given. For each bounded Bore1 set Sz C I??” 
let R(E&))C D(T,‘), and let K,&,(Q) be compact (j = l,..., m). Let (tL)LG, 
be a net in IL!“, ( t1 j 4 00. Then 
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(a) for all x E H,, , t E Iw” 
&ts t‘)T’@t+V)Tx _ eit~T’e-it~Tx --) 0. 
, 
(b) if x E HBc and lim eitlT’e-it’T x exists, then x E D(W&T’, T)); ;f 
s-lim eit’T’e-it’TPac exists, then H,, C D( Wctl,( T’, T)). 
Proof. (a) Because W is countable at infinity it is sufficient to consider 
sequences (P),,~N instead of nets (P)‘~, . By Section l(A) we may assume HBc = 
0 (L&J; 0~ E A), Tae = M,, . 
Let ff GA, f ELz(Qa) ( we consider L&2,) canonically embedded in @ (L,(&); 
01 E A)), let there exist a bounded Bore1 set Sz C 5P such that f = xDf. Then 
f e D(Tj) (j = I,..., m), and e-*“Tf([) = e-‘“fj([) implies e-itTf = xne-itTf = 
E&Q) e-itrf, therefore e-itTf E D(T,‘) (j = I,..., m, t E IFP) by assumption. 
This implies that for t E Iw” the function 
[O, 11 3 s w ei(t”+st)T’e-r(t”+st)Tf 
is differentiable, with derivative iei(t”+st)T’(C t3Kj)e-i@‘+st)Tf, and the derivative 
is continuous because Kj&(Q) is continuous. From this we get the estimate 
!! ei(t”+t)T’e-i(t”+t)Tf _ eit”T’e-it”T fll < [ (I ef(t”+st)T’ (c tjKj) e-i@+~t)rfll ds 
< C 1 tj 11’ 11 KjEaO(52) e-ift”+8t)yfI( dS. 
0 
We are going to show 11 K&@) e-*(*“+st)Tf 1) ---f 0 (n ---f W) for all s E [0, 11; 
from this we conclude st 11 K&,,(Q) e-t(t”+st)r f (1 ds + 0 (n + a~) by 
II &%&4 e-’ z(t’?tst)Tf II < II G%(m Ilf II and the dominated convergence 
theorem. So by the above estimate the assertion of (a) will follow for the f chosen 
above. Since the set of elements f of this type is total in HBc and 
II e’ r(t”+t)T’e-i(t”+t)T _ eitnT’e-it”T 11 < 2, 
this implies the assertion of (a) for all f G H,, . 
If g E&(Q,) then g*f E&(UP), and so by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma 
(g ) e-StTf) = sg([)* f (5) e-it’ dt -+ 0 (I t ] - a~); so we see e-*tt”fstjTf - 0 
(n + a), and the compactness of KjE&Q) implies K,E,(sZ) e-i(t”+8t)Tf + 0 
(n -+ m). 
Assertion (b) is a direct consequence of (a) and the definition of Wt,,J(T’, T). 1 
4.2. THEOREM. Let Assumptions 3.1 be given; let m >, 3. FOY each bounded 
Bore1 set QC R* let R(E,,(Q)) C D(T,‘) (j = l,..., m), and let there exist 
0 <p < m such that K,E,,(Q)P,, E cg (j = I,..., m). 
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Then there exists a set NC S,, of measure zero (with respect to (m - I)- 
dimensional measure on S,,& such that 
(4 s-lim,,, e~sTT’e-~8TTP~C exists for all r e S,+,\N; 
(b) Ha, C D( wr(T’, T)) f or all 7 E S,,-,\N, i.e., for each T G S,,-,\N the 
wave operator in direction 7 (cf. Definition 3.3) exists on Hat . 
4.3. Remark. The condition “K,E,,(Q)P,, E cD” is a “local” condition; 
“local” with respect to the set carrying the spectral measure. A similar, but 
sharper condition has been used by Birman ([4], Theorem 4.3) in the case m = 1. 
Birman obtains under a relatively mild additional assumption the completeness 
Hi, C R(W,(T’, T)) of the wave operators. In our context we can achieve this 
only by adding to the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 the corresponding assump- 
tions for EL, ; cf. Theorem 4.5 noticing D(W,(T, T’)) .= R(W7(T’, T)) from 
Theorem 3.4(a). One reason for this is that Birman’s method is much more 
refined than ours. One could conjecture, however, that the assumptions of 
Theorem 4.2 together with some mild additional assumption imply the corre- 
sponding conditions for Eb, . Such an additional assumption is not known to 
the author. 
4.4. ESTIMATE. Let m E N, 52 C IF a bounded Bore1 set, Y > 0, q > m,lr, 
and q 3 1. 
Then for each orthonormal system (vJnoA CL,(Q) 
;A (I,,,, I t I-’ I $dt>12 dt)* < CW” WQ) j->, I t I--lQ dt < co. 
(f Fourier transform of f EL,(Q), f(t) = (27r-m@ ssa f (6) edit6 df.) 
Proof. By Holder’s inequality we have 
it,>, I t I--+ I en( dt = J;t,>1 I t I-’ I +L(t)12’Q I hz(t)12(Q-1)‘Q dt 
< (it,>, I t P I &dW dt)l/’ (J;,,,, I4,SW dt)(Q-l)‘Q 
< (j-,, I t l--7q I $n(W dt)lh. 
Bessel’s inequality implies C,,EA I &(t)12 = (2~)-” xaeA I(eft’ 1 ~~)~%(a) I2 < 
(274” II eit’ lIZ~tnj = (27+-P(Q). So we obtain 
;A (f,t,>l I t I-? I qW>12 dt)’ G :A I,,,, I t P I qW)12 dt 
< (2~)~” h”(Q) j->, I f I- dt 
(<co because of rq > m). 1 
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Proof of Theorem 4.2(a). (i) By Section l(A) we may assume Ha, = @ (L,(sZ,); 
SEA), Tat = M,,. 
(ii) There is a countable subset A’ C A such that T’ equals Ton @ (L&I&); 
(Y E A\A’). This easy consequence of the compactness of KfEac(sZ) (j = I,..., m, 
52 C Iw” bounded Bore1 set) will not be proved in detail. Since the existence of 
W,(T’, T) (T E S,,) on 0 (L2(Qa); 01 E A\A’) is evident we may assume from 
the beginning A = A’ C N. 
(iii) Let OL E A, 9 C Qa a bounded Bore1 set, f : = xc E L,(Q. We consider 
L,(QJ canonically as a subspace of H; in the notation we shall not distinguish 
between f and its canonical image. 
We show that one can find a set N,C S+,,-, of measure zero such that 
lim,,, eis7T’e-isrTf exists for all r E S,-,\N, . 
ForrES,,,-r, 1 <s’ <s” < cowehave 
II e’ r~“sT’~-is’r7f _ eis’~T’e-is’rTfjrl( = (/ s,:’ (d/&) eisrT’e-id-f;fs (/ 
(cf. the proof of Lemma 4.1(a); the idea is the estimate in “Cook’s lemma,” see 
Kato [9, X, 3.71). S o i su t ffi ces to find sets Nfj C S,, (j = l,..., m) of measure 
zero, such that sy 11 Kje--isTTf )I ds < CO for T E S’,-,\N,, ; this will be done in 
(iv) below. Then the assertion of (iii) follows with Nf := u7-r N, . 
(iv) We take j E (I,..., m} and show the existence of the set N,j mentioned 
in (iii); the index j will be omitted in the sequel. 
To show the existence of Nf (=N,j) we are going to show 
s s m 11 Ke-f8TTfll ds do(T) ,< co %-1 1 
(do surface measure on S,,,-r). We rewrite 
L, lm 11 ~~-rsrCfll CJ!C do(T) = J;t,,I 1 t [--(“+I) [l K@rfII df. 
We calculate 
11 Ke-ftyjCII = 11 KE,,(Q) P,e-‘tTfl/ 
ZzY 11 n& c,<v, I emitTf > ** 11 = ( nlN I cn I* I<vn I citTf P~‘3 
with the following notations: P, denotes the orthogonal projection onto 
L,(sd,) C H. E&2) and P, can be inserted because of e-‘“‘f(t) = e-*tcxn(&. 
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KE,(Q)P,, E cD implies KE,&2)R)p, E c,, ([ll], Theorem 2.3) and there exist 
orthonormal systems (FJ, (t,$J in H and a sequence (c,) C C such that 
KE,@)P, = LEN cn<s, ] a)& (cf. [9, V, Section 2.31) and &+, 1 c, IP < 00 
(cf. Section l(B)). B ecause of N(KE,,(IR)P,) 1 L,(.Q)l (the subspace I&(Q) of 
L&?,) canonically embedded in H) we may assume without restriction that 
(cp,J is an orthonormal system in La(Q). 
So we have to prove 
s ,t,>l I t /-(“+l) n;N I c, I* I(vn I e-zfr-)12 “’ dt < 03. 
We show this by applying Holder’s inequality several times to integrals and 
sums, and using Estimate 4.4. Without restriction we may assume 2 < p < m. 
For E > 0, to be determined later more precisely, we define Y = Y(C) : = 
m - 2 - E. Then by the Schwarz inequality 
I It,,1 ’ t ’ +n-l) (1 1 c, I2 j(vn 1 e-rt~,$‘2 dt neN 
< (I 
,t,>l ) t I-(m+F) dt)1’2 (it,>l j t /+ (2 ...) dt)1’2 
= C-*-V2 c I c, I2 it,,, I t /P Kv, l e-i”rf>12 dt)“‘. 
nsN 
The first term is finite because of m + t > m. To show that the second term is 
finite, we note that (1 c, ]2)ncM E LZ’~,~, with 1 < p/2 < m/2; so it is sufficient 
to show 
with Q = (~/2)/((~/2) - 1). T o see that this follows from Estimate 4.4 for an 
appropriate E, we note first that 
<s I eT,f) = In, s(5)* e-*tEx&) G- = (24m’2 v?*(t), 
and that (vn*) is an orthonormal system in L2(Sa). Furthermore we have r > 0 
provided that E < 1, and 4 > 1 since 4 is the conjugate exponent of p/2 > 1. 
To show that it is possible to achieve the remaining condition 4 > m/r, we 
remark that 1 < p/2 < m/2 implies 
4 = (,,;;'- 1 ' 
ml2 m 
(m/2) - 1 =ygTf' 
and that r = r(c) + m - 2 (G+ 0) implies m/r = m/r(c)-+ m/(m - 2) <q 
(e + 0). 
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(v) For each ol E A there exists a countable family (SL)k)kEN of bounded 
Bore1 sets Qk C l(d, , such that the set of functions hFk ; K E h3) is total in L,(QJ. 
Since 4 is, countable (cf. part (ii) above), there IS a countable total subset 
(fn;n~WofO(L(Qa); o( E A) such that eachf,, (n E N) is of the form described 
at the beginning of (iii). By (iii) and (iv) there are sets N,, C S,,,-, of measure 
zero, such that lim,,, eisrT’e-isrTjn exists for all 7 E S,-,\N,, , a E N. If we 
define the set N := UneN N, (of measure zero in S&), then for T E S,-,\N 
the limit lim,,, eisrr’e-irrTf exists for all f E span{f, ; IZ E FU}, and so for all 
f~ @ (L&Q; OL E A) = spanif, ; n E t+J> because 1) eis+T’e-isTT 1)< 1. 
Assertion (b) follows from (a) and Lemma 4.1(b). 1 
4.5. THEOREM. Let Assumptions 3.1 be given; let m > 3. For each bounded 
Bore1 set D C Rm let R(E&?)) C D( T,‘) and R(E#)) C D( T,), pnd let there 
exist 0 < p < m such that K,E,(s;Z)P,, E C, and KjEA,(Q)PL, E c9 (j = l,..., m). 
Then 
(a) there exists a set N C S,,,-, of measure zero, such that for all r E S,-,\N 
Ha, C D( W,(T’, T)), f&c C D(W,(T, T’)); 
(b) TW and TL, are unitarily equivalent, a unitary equivalence being im- 
plemented by W,(T’, WZ,, : Kc ---f HA, fat each T E S,,\N (with N from (a)). 
Proof. (a) By Theorem 4.2(b) there are sets Ni , N, C S,,,-, of measure zero, 
such that HBc C D(W,(T’, T)) f or all T E S,,+,\N, , H& C D( W,( T, T’)) for all 
7 E S,,,-,\N, . With N : = N1 u N, we obtain the assertion. 
(b) Let r E S,-,\N, with N from (a); denote W : = W,( T’, T), W’ := 
W,(T, T’). By Theorem 3.4(b) W : D(W) -+ D(W) implements a unitary 
equivalence between TDtw) and T&,,, . This implies that W(&) is a reducing 
subspace of T’, and W(Hm) C Hk, ; likewise we get w’(Hi,) C HBc . From 
W’ = W-1 we conclude W(H,,J = HL, . 1 
4.6. COROLLARY. Let Assumptions 3.1 begiven; let m 2 3. Let Kj (=T,’ - Tj) 
be dmely deJined a?zd bounded, and kt there exist 0 < p < m such that K E C, 
(j = I,..., m). 
Then the conclusions of Theorem 4.5 are valid. 
Frqof. The assumptions on Kj imply D(T,I) = D(T,) (j = l,..., m). So the 
assertion follows from Theorem 4.5. 1 
5. RESULTS FOR NORMAL OPERATORS (m = 2) 
Theorems 4.2 and 4.5 and Corollary 4.6 do not apply to normal operators 
(because of the assumption “m > 3”). In this section we obtain a similar but 
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essentially weaker result for normal operators. Also we prove a related statement 
for not necessarily normal operators. 
5.1. THEOREM. Let Assumptions 3.1 be given; kt m = 2. Let KI, K, be 
densely defined and bounded, and let rI E c, , g E c, . Then 
(a) for 7 = (1,O) and 7 = (-1,0) 
Kw C D(W,(T’, TN, HA, C D( W7( T, T’)); 
(b) Tat and TA, are unitarily equivalent. 
Proof. (a) By the Kato-Rosenblum theorem K E ci implies HaCsT, C 
D( W’+(T,‘, TJ). For the spectral measures ET of T = (T, , T2), ET, of TI we 
have ET1(Q) = ET(Q x Iw) (Q C Iw Bore1 set); with this fact H,,,, C HaCsT 
follows immediately from the definition of the absolutely continuous subspace: 
So we have Hat C D(W*( T,‘, T,)), and Lemma 4.1 (b) implies Hat C 
D( WJT’, T)). By the symmetry of the assumption we also get HL, C 
DWG”, T’)). 
Assertion (b) follows from (a) as in the proof of Theorem 4.5(b). 1 
5.2. COROLLARY. Let Q C R2 be open, bounded, 8 f ; , H : = L,(Q), 
N E g(H) defined by W(f) = (& + it,)f(E). 
Then it is not possible to write N = D + K with diagonal D and K E c1 , 
The statement of Corollary 5.2 is due to Berg ([3], Theorem 4). It just shows 
that there is no Weyl-von Neumann theorem for normal operators with K E c1 . 
This reduced statement can also be obtained from the following generalization 
of Corollary 5.2, which does not require the results of the preceding sections. 
5.3. THEOREM. Let H be a Hilbert space, T EZ~(H) with Ha,.,,, # (0) 
(Re T = -&(T + T*)). 
Then it is not possible to write T = D + K with diagonal D and ‘K E 9?(H), 
ReKEc,. 
Proof. We assume there is K E~Y(H), Re K E ci , such that T - K is 
diagonal. Then (T - K)* is diagonal with the same eigenbasis as T - K. So 
T - K + (T - K)* = (T + T*) - (K + K*) is self-adjoint and diagonal, 
especially ((T + T*) - (K + K*))BC = 0. On the other hand K + K* E c1 
implies by the Kato-Rosenblum theorem that ((T + T*) - (K + K*)),, is 
unitarily equivalent to (T + T*) Bc which is nontrivial by assumption. 1 
APPENDIX 
We present an example of two commutative pairs of self-adjoint operators 
T = (TI , T,), T’ = (T,‘, T,‘) such that for each bounded Bore1 set Q C (W2 we 
580/25/4-2 
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have K,E,,(Q)P,, E c, (j = 1,2) (i.e., the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 are 
“satisfied” with p = m = 2), and such that D( W,( T’, T)) = (0) for all 7 E S, 
although HBc # (0) (i.e., the conclusions of Theorem 4.2 do not hold). 
It seems to the author that the nonexistence of the direction wave operators in 
this example might be a characteristic feature of the cases p = m E N for m > 2. 
We note also that in the example there are sequences (t”) for which the wave 
operator Wo,)(T’, T) exists on Hat . 
EXAMPLE. (i) Let H := L2(R2). U : R2 --f .%7(H), defined by U(t)f(x) := 
f(~ - t), is a strongly continuous unitary representation (translation representa- 
tion); there exists a unique commutative pair T = (Tl , T2) of self-adjoint 
operators associated with U, i.e., U(t) = e-’ rtT. It is easily seen that C,,l(R2) C 
D( Tj) and Tjv = -ia,q~ (p E C,,1(R2)) for j = 1,2. 
It is well known that a spectral representation of T is given by the inverse of 
the Fourier-Plancherel transformation F: L2(R2) + L2(R2), Ff(.$) = 
(277)“‘” s e-“‘“f(x) dx. F is unitary by Plancherel’s theorem (cf. [20, VI.21); we 
use the notations3 = Ff, g” = F*g. From this one deduces Hat = H, Eat = E. 
(ii) Let G: R2 ---f R be continuously differentiable. We define the “per- 
turbed” strongly continuous unitary representation u’: R2 + B(H) by 
u’(t) f (x) : = eic(~-t)e-iG(~)f(x - t). 
Let T’ = (T,‘, T,‘) be the pair of self-adjoint operators associated with U’. As 
above one can see that C,r(R”) C D(T,I) and Tj’v = -2,~ + (a,G)p, 
(9, E Co1(!R2)) for j = 1, 2. 
(iii) Assume now ajG EL,(IW~) n L,(R2) (j = 1,2). Then r, = T,’ - Tj = 
(3,G) Ed (j = 1,2) (by (ajG) we denote the operator of multiplication by 
the function a,G), and we want to show (ajG) E(Q) E c, (j = 1,2) for each 
bounded Bore1 set 52 C R2. Now for f EL~(!R~) 
E(Q) f = F*(xzf) = zf = (2~-‘)-~/~ z *e = (24-l g * f 
(cf. [20, VI.2, (2811); 
(aP) E(Q) f (X) = ajG(XP)-l J x”n(~ - Y) f (Y) dY 
= s h(x, r)f (N dh 
with k(~, y) : = (27r)l %jG(x) X~;(X - y). From 
J 1 R(X,y)12 dx dy = (27~)~~ J” 1 ajG(x)l” 1 X~;(X -y)i” dx dy 
= (2~)~~ IIa,G II,” IIx”n II’, = (2~)~~ II ajG II2 h2(Q) < 00 
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we see that (3,G) E(Q) is an integral operator with square integrable kernel, i.e., 
K,E(Q) = (i?,G) E(SZ) E c, (j = 1,2). 
(iv) To complete the example we are going to construct a function G 
with the properties assumed in (ii) and (iii), such that D(W7(T’, T)) = (0) for 
all 7 E S, . 
To do this let v E C,,l (0, co; R), and for 01 > 0 let pJx) : = ~(1 x 1”) (x E W). 
Then ~~ E C,l(W), 
= 012 fJ-p’(Y”)“Y 2a-2r dr d, 
(with s = TT, dx == r dT dr) 
= 27r(cx2/a) j- T’(s)2 s~-~W/~-~ ds 
(with Y = slla, dr = (1 /a) sl.“-r ds) 
= 2na 6 #(s)~ s ds. 
Now we choose q > 0 such that supp v C (2, 3), (p(5/2) = 1; this implies 
supp ‘pa c {X E W; 2 < I X Ia < 3) = (X E W; 2110 < 1 x ( < 319. 
Now we choose a sequence (azJ C (0, co) such that 311an < 2+n+l (n E BJ) (e.g., 
01, = (log 2/lag 3)“). Then we have CnEM an < ‘JO, supp vaa n supp vu,, = I;I 
for 1z # n’. Finally we define G(X) : = EnEN Tag (X E W); then GE P(lP), 
j- ( ~,G(x)~ + ~?,G(x)~) dx = 27r J p’(s)2 s ds C or, < co. 
Now let 7 E S, . One verifies that for the sequence (t”), tn : = 211an7 
eit”T’e-zt”Tf = eiG(.+t”)e-iGf, e-iGf (n - co) 
for all f EL,(IW~) with suppf compact, and so for all f E L2(R2); whereas for the 
sequence (P), tn :== (5/2)l/“~ 
eit”T’e-it”Tf = eiG(*+t”)e-iGf + eie-iGf (n - m). 
This shows that W,(T’, T) does not exist on any f # 0. 
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